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Stainless Steel Convenient Bended Paper
Straw Tandem Packer Automatically Making
Bag
Specifications :
Price

Contact us

Brand Name

JHD

Place of Origin

China

Min.Order Quantity

1

Payment Terms

T/T,L/C,D/P

Supply Ability

100

Delivery Detail

20days--35days

Packaging Details

Wooden case or wooden pellets depended on clients' require

Detail Introduction :
Summary
JHD devoted ourselves to mechanical industry for many years?our company owns world class
equipment and advanced quality management system. JHD has independently developed and
produced Bended paper straw Tandem Packer and exported our products to more than 30
countries,we are expecting become your long-term partner in China, the following is about the
Bended paper straw Tandem Packer?hope to help you better understand it.
1, Product Introduction of Bended paper straw Tandem Packer
The Bended paper straw Tandem Packer is a supporting equipment for the beverage straw
manufacturing unit, Bended paper straw Tandem Packer can process the produced straws into a
magical universal flexible tube after being processed by a flexible tube forming machine. It is
automatically bent into a U-shaped straw, and the U-shaped straw is individually packaged into a
crawler-type continuous strip with a BOPP film. This machine also has the functions of automatic
cutting oblique edge, trimming edge, punching, and tearing, counting (or winding finished product),
sucking waste, collecting margin, etc., and at the same time it also has a maintenance platform to
make the finished product 100% satisfy the beverage (dairy products)) Paper packaging line is used.
The machine is composed of a hopper, a rack, a feeding device, bending conveying device, a cutting
oblique device, heat sealing device, trimming device, cutting, and tearing device, maintenance
platform, counting device (or a finished winding device), waste suction device, the disinfection device,
and the electric control box, it is an ideal U-shaped straw continuous packing machine with complete
functions, high automation, and reliable operation
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2, Product Parameter of Straw Tandem Film Packer (Specification)
Length after bending?
Specifications
for packed paper straw?
Suction end length?
Angle of bevel?
Packing specification?
Maximum productivity?
Packing material?
Host power?
Heating power?
Counting motor?
Total power?
Power source?
Gas source?
Speed range?
Dimensions?
Weight?

125?85 (The machine is equipped with three vacuum hub slots, the slot length is
128, 105, 90mm for users to choose)
Outer diameter?Custom specifications
?62mm(including curved arc)
45°or 30°
tube spacing?22mm
700 pcs/min
BOPP heat sealing film (width reserved for cutting margin of about 40mm)
2.2kW
1.2kW
0.12kW
4KW
380V?50Hz
0.7MPa
?1450rpm(stepless)
3500×1800×1700mm
1100KG

3, Product Feature and Application of Straw Tandem Film Packer
1?Compact structure, easy operation, high degree of automation and high production efficiency?
2?The heat sealing device is equipped with vacuum adsorption, and the film releasing device is
provided with a constant tension mechanism, and the packaging quality is excellent?
3?Adopting the power supply heating of the bus ring, the temperature rises quickly, the temperature
control precision is high, the package size is stable and consistent, and the qualification rate is high?
4?Straw Tandem Film Packer has a variety of functions: bending, cutting oblique, single package,
cutting margin, punching, suction, recycling, counting (or winding), batch alarm, maintenance?
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5?Straw Tandem Film Packer adopts frequency conversion speed regulation, which has the
functions of power saving, stable and reliable operation, uniform speed change and automatic
shutdown of overload?
6?With automatic tube missing and membrane missing detection functions?
7?With online operation of UV ozone disinfection?
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4, Why choose JHD ?
JHD PACKAGING INDUSTRIES (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD is an innovative manufacturer of paper
straw solutions based in Jiangsu Province, China. With a total investment of 8 million USD in a 5000
square meter factory and quickly became a major exporter of qualified and reliable paper straws
manufacturing equipment.
Firstly, JHD is not only have the advanced production equipment?but also have professional
technical personal and a large group of skilled worker, so we will strictly control the product quality .
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the second point is about our service?technical support, onsite service, spare part, and specialized diagnostic tools are available for customer’s production syste
ms. we can also provide value-added service?according to customer’s requirement, including:
consulting and expertise sharing, trouble shooting, on-site supporting & training.
We are the experts in this industry, we have the strength to become your partner in China.
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